RESIDENTIAL 2022 - 2023
MEAL PLANS

Dining is an essential part of the student experience, both for building community on campus and fueling the minds and bodies of our busy students. With an ever-present focus on craftsmanship, our daily offerings will always be made from scratch. You'll enjoy fresh, consciously sourced food with a focus on seasonal items, a wide variety of delicious and healthy meals, build-your-own meal concepts, and special options for every diet. We're here to nourish, comfort, and excite through our food offerings every single day. We can't wait to serve you!

---

**ALL-ACCESS MEAL PLAN**

Visit PNC Colonial Café as often as you like. Whether it's a full meal or just a cup of coffee and piece of fruit, there's no need to count swipes.

The All-Access plan will provide an allocation of Dining Dollars to spend at campus retail locations, such as Romo's, Hale, and Yorktown Cafés. Those enrolled will also receive an allocation of Flex Dollars which can be used at all-dining locations, RMU Bookstore, concession stands, vending machines and other off-campus locations. Dining Dollars and Flex Dollars are carried over from Fall to Spring semester.

Meal equivalencies (ME) are available at the Yorktown Café.

- Breakfast - 1 ME
- Lunch - 1 ME
- Dinner - 2 ME

Find combo meal options — like a sandwich, side, and beverage — available at Yorktown Café.

**2022 – 2023 All-Access Meal Plan $2,855 per semester**

UNLIMITED access to PNC Café
- $150 Dining Dollars for à la carte retail purchases
- $50 Flex Dollars
- 5 Guest Passes for friends & family to eat in PNC Café
- Access to all Pop-Up events

---

**APARTMENT MEAL PLAN**

The Apartment Meal Plan was designed to provide meal flexibility to those living in apartments: Concord, Lexington or Salem Hall.

Whether you choose to prepare your own meals within your residence or dine out, the Apartment plan provides and allocation of All-Access meal swipes, Dining Dollars, and Flex Dollars. Dining Dollars and Flex Dollars are carried over from Fall to Spring semester.

**2022 – 2023 Apartment Meal Plan $2,310 per semester**

Available only to those living in Concord, Lexington or Salem Hall.
- 140 Meal Swipes to PNC Colonial Café
  (1 swipe allows for 1 hour of unlimited dining in PNC as well as a reusable to-go container)
- $400 Dining Dollars for à la carte retail purchases
- $100 Flex Dollars

---

**RMU ID CARD**

Your official RMU ID Card is your key to campus dining. It must be used for all meal plans and may be reloaded with Dining Dollars or Colonial Cash.

**DINING DOLLARS**

Dining Dollars are included with each meal plan and can be used at any campus dining location for meals, snacks, beverages, and grocery essentials. They roll over from semester to semester, but expire at the end of the academic year.

**FLEX DOLLARS**

Flex Dollars can be used at all-dining locations, RMU Bookstore, concession stands, vending machines and other off-campus locations such as Giant Eagle, and Mike & Tony's. Flex Dollars that are part of the board plan expire at the end of the academic year.

Follow us on our social channels to stay updated on all the things food: facebook.com/RMU.Dining twitter.com/RMUDining instagram.com/rmudiningservices
DINING LOCATIONS

PNC COLONIAL CAFÉ - Nicholson Center 2nd Floor
The PNC Colonial Café located on the second floor of Nicholson is the perfect place to connect with your friends around the table and fuel up for your busy days. The PNC Colonial Café’s menus are focused on quality, variety, and meal personalization, with featured items changing daily. Hand-carved meats, house-made pasta, pizza tossed by hand on freshly made dough, and trendy cuisines will take center stage. Clear allergen labeling and our expanded Inspired Eats concept (everything is free of the big 8 allergens, including wheat, soy, dairy, eggs, peanuts, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish) ensures there’s something to delight every appetite.

Featured stations include:
- Fresh fruit, salad, and soup bar
- Oven with pizza, pasta, and roasted vegetables
- Deli with fan favorites like the Lock’n Load and Papa Sal sandwiches
- Toss station rotating between Cinco Cantina (Mexican) and Bada Basil (Italian) for customized meals
- Inspired Eats with different entree features for each meal
- Grill with staples like burgers, chicken, fries and more.

Accepts All-Access, Dining Dollars, Cash, Credit, Colonial Cash, and Flex Dollars.

Hours of Operation

Monday - Friday
7:00 AM - 10:00 PM

Saturday & Sunday
9:00 AM - 8:00 PM

ROMO’S CAFÉ - Nicholson Center 3rd Floor
Here you will find a new variety of fresh and healthy meals that are as delicious as they are convenient. We still have a market area with a selection of grocery staples and packaged products, too. The Starbucks® We Proudly Serve Coffee Shop will delight you with made-to-order beverages, freshly baked pastries and sweet treats, and wholesome snacks to keep you fueled throughout the day. You will also find Freshëns — a longtime RMU favorite — with a variety of fresh and healthy meals that are colorful and delicious.

Accepts Dining Dollars, Cash, Credit, Colonial Cash, and Flex Dollars.

Hours of Operation

Monday - Friday
7:00 AM - 9:00 PM

Saturday & Sunday
10:00 AM - 11:00 PM

YORKTOWN CAFÉ - Yorktown Hall Lower Level
Located on the lower level of Yorktown Hall, the café offers freshly made breakfast sandwiches each morning, and a variety of grab-and-go meal options during the lunch hour. After 5 p.m., a full menu of student favorites are offered, including beef burgers and chicken sandwiches, along with wings, rustic pizzas, salads, wraps, and desserts to round out the exciting menu. A hand-dipped milkshake bar also offers homemade ice cream in a variety of flavors and specialty blends.

Accepts Meal Equivalency, Dining Dollars, Cash, Credit, Colonial Cash, and Flex Dollars.

Hours of Operation

Monday - Friday
Breakfast 8:00 AM - 9:00 PM
Lunch 11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Dinner 5:00 PM - 10:00 PM

Saturday & Sunday
Dinner 5:00 PM - 10:00 PM

HALE CAFE - Hale Center 2nd Floor
Located on the second floor of Hale Center, the café proudly features Coffee Tree Roasters. Grab your favorite coffee beverage with delicious house-made pastries. Looking for a meal on the run? Hale Café has the solution with our On the Go meals, featuring fresh salads, fruit, and sandwiches to help fuel your day.

Accepts Dining Dollars, Cash, Credit, Colonial Cash, and Flex Dollars.

Hours of Operation

Monday - Thursday
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Friday
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

NEXT MEAL OPTIONS
For students with the All-Access Meal Plan, while you are already out and about you can pick up a Next Meal to go. As an example, if you are dining at the PNC Café for lunch, pick up a pasta meal that can be heated up in your residence hall for dinner that night.

REUSABLE TO-GO CONTAINERS
The reusable containers will be an option in the PNC Colonial Café. You can pick one up from the cashier upon arrival by giving the cashier either a used container or a green reusable chip. The cashier will give you a clean and sanitized container to use for your current visit.

FOODU APPLICATION
Our FoodU mobile app is the best way to stay up to date on all things dining. Find menus and hours for dining locations, provide feedback to the dining team, and get messages and notifications about events and special deals — all in the palm of your hand!

QUESTIONS?
Please reach out to Dining Services with any questions.

Email: diningservices@rmu.edu
Web: rmu.edu/dining